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Magnetic field dependent cycloidal rotation in pristine and Ge-doped CoCr2O4
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We report a soft x-ray resonant magnetic scattering study of the spin configuration in multiferroic thin
films of Co0.975Ge0.025Cr2O4 (Ge-CCO) and CoCr2O4 (CCO) under low and high magnetic fields from 0.2 to
6.5 T. A characterization of Ge-CCO at a low magnetic field was performed, and the results were compared with
those of pure CCO. The ferrimagnetic phase transition temperature TC ≈ 95 K and the multiferroic transition
temperature TS ≈ 27 K in Ge-CCO are comparable with those observed in CCO. In Ge-CCO, the ordering wave
vector (qq0) observed below TS is slightly larger compared with that of CCO, and unlike CCO, the diffraction
intensity consists of two contributions that show a dissimilar x-ray polarization dependence. In Ge-CCO, the
coercive field observed at low temperatures was larger than the one reported for CCO. In both compounds,
an unexpected reversal of the spiral helicity, and therefore the electric polarization, was observed on simply
magnetic field cooling. In addition, we find a change in the helicity as a function of momentum transfer in the
magnetic diffraction peak of Ge-CCO, indicative of the presence of multiple magnetic spirals.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.085123

I. INTRODUCTION

Magnetoelectric (ME) multiferroics are of enormous
interest from a technological perspective for designing func-
tionalities such as using electric fields to manipulate magnetic
order [1,2]. Of special interest are type II multiferroics, where
magnetic ordering drives the electric polarization with both
order parameters being strongly coupled. This strong coupling
enables switching the polarization by a magnetic field or the
magnetization by an electric field, which is energetically more
efficient.

CoCr2O4 (CCO) is one of the few known ME multifer-
roics of type II that exhibits a net magnetization due to its
ferrimagnetic state [3]. CCO crystallizes in a spinel struc-
ture (AB2O4), having cubic symmetry (Fd 3̄m) with a lattice
constant of 8.33 Å [3] in bulk. The Co2+ ions sit on the
tetrahedral coordinated A sites and Cr3+ on the octahedral
coordinated B sites, subdivided into B1 and B2 sites. This
material has been well characterized in both bulk [4–7] and
thin film [8–12] forms. However, the very small electric polar-
ization reported in bulk CCO makes it extremely challenging
to measure it in thin film CCO. Three magnetic phases have
been found below room temperatures for bulk. Below TC ≈
93 K, where CCO becomes ferrimagnetically ordered [4]. In
this phase, uncompensated magnetic sublattices of Co2+ and
Cr3+ yield in a remanent net magnetization. Additionally,
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a spiral short-range order is reported to coexist within the
long-range ferrimagnetic order [13]. In fact, the two magnetic
sublattices B1 and B2 couple antiferromagnetically to each
other with different opening angles for the cone, resulting
in a net magnetic moment that is antiparallel to sublattice A.
This produces a net magnetization along the [001] direction.
Below TS ≈ 26 K, CCO gets an additional long-range mag-
netic spiral component, represented by an incommensurate
modulation wave vector (qq0), with q ≈ 2

3 reciprocal lattice
units (r.l.u.). This transverse conical magnetic structure in-
duces a ferroelectric polarization along the [1̄10] direction
[4]. Around TF ≈ 15 K, yet another magnetic phase transition
to a commensurate spiral phase has been reported [4–7], the
occurrence of which remains controversial. Choi et al. [5] and
Chang et al. [6] reported the occurrence of a commensurate
wave vector ( 2

3
2
3 0) and two additional incommensurate satel-

lites in bulk CCO, with the new incommensurability being
along the [110] and [11̄0] directions. A more recent paper
by Windsor et al. [8] reported a single incommensurate spiral
below TF in an epitaxially grown strained film. However, in
their paper, the width of the observed magnetic diffraction
peak might have been too large to resolve additional long
wavelength satellites. It should be noted that, in the absence of
electric polarization measurements in CCO thin film, the exis-
tence of the multiferroic phase is indicated by the appearance
of the transverse conical magnetic structure modulated by
(qq0). This magnetic structure induces electric polarization by
antisymmetric exchange striction. Therefore, the polarization
direction in CCO is directly related to the helicity of the spin
spiral as given by Katsura et al. [14]: P ∝ êi j × (Si × S j ),
where Si, j is the corresponding spin of the neighboring sites i
and j, and êi j is the unit vector connecting the two sites which
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is parallel to the magnetic ordering wave vector Q = (qq0).
The above relation implies that reversing the spin spiral results
in a reversal of polarization and vice versa. For this paper, the
slight tetragonal distortion presented in the CCO and Ge-CCO
thin films is induced by a tensile strain from the substrate.
Consequently, the magnetic ordering vector Q and the polar-
ization vector point out of plane and in plane, respectively.

In this paper, we examine the effect of doping a small
fraction of nonmagnetic Ge on the long-range magnetic or-
der in CCO, reporting a slightly larger (qq0) modulation
vector. We compare the magnetic properties of epitaxial
films of Ge-doped CCO with pure CCO in the multiferroic
phase, detecting a larger saturation and coercive field in Ge-
CCO. We also explore the behavior of the magnetic spin
spiral in these systems under high magnetic fields, finding
a multispin-cycloidal scenario in Ge-CCO. Furthermore, an
unexpected cycloidal helicity preference with magnetic field
cooling is found, implying an electric polarization prefer-
ence defined solely via the magnetic field direction in both
systems (Ge-doped and pristine CCO). For this, we use res-
onant soft x-ray scattering (RSXS), an excellent technique to
study complex magnetic structures. Recently, RSXS has been
employed to investigate oxide materials, particularly multi-
ferroics [15–21]. RSXS has the advantage of being element
and orbital specific while probing long-range electronic order-
ing phenomena. Moreover, RSXS offers a high sensitivity in
observing magnetic ordering schemes, even for small sample
volumes [22–24].

II. EXPERIMENTS

Thin films of CCO and Ge-doped CCO were grown by
pulsed laser deposition, monitored in situ by reflection high-
energy electron diffraction. The CCO thin films were grown
with a thickness of ∼80 nm on [110]-oriented MgO sub-
strates, and they are the same as used in a previous paper [8]. A
more detailed description on the growth process can be found
in Ref. [11]. The same growth parameters were employed for
the Ge-doped CCO with 2.5% Ge doping, grown on [110]-
oriented MgO substrates, resulting in Co0.975Ge0.025Cr2O4

(Ge-CCO) films with a thickness like CCO.

A. RSXS (reflectivity and diffraction) under
low magnetic fields on Ge-CCO

X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) in reflectivity
mode and magnetic diffraction data have been collected at the
Resonant Elastic Soft X-ray Scattering end station [25], at the
X11MA beamline [26] of the Swiss Light Source (SLS). In-
tensities of reflected circularly polarized x-rays were collected
at θ = 5◦ incidence for photon energies around the Co L2,3

edges to obtain the XMCD signal in reflection mode (see
experimental layout in Fig. 1). For the magnetic diffraction
experiment, q scans were performed at 780 eV (Co L3 edge).
Both circular and linear x-ray polarizations were used. Data
were collected with an IRD AXUV100 photodiode, covered
by a 400-nm-thick Al filter to suppress visible light and sec-
ondary electrons. The sample was field cooled (FC) in an
external field of 0.2 T along the [001] direction from 300 to
8 K before data collection.

FIG. 1. Experimental geometry used in the Resonant Elastic Soft
X-ray Scattering end station.

B. XMCD on Ge-CCO collected
by x-ray exited optical luminescence

XMCD and magnetic hysteresis measurements were car-
ried out at the X-Treme beamline [27] of the SLS using
x-ray exited optical luminescence (XEOL) [8,28], taking ad-
vantage of the insulating character of the samples and the
luminescence of the substrates. For luminescent substrates,
XEOL effectively measures the absorption in transmission
mode [29]. Hysteresis loops were collected at the energy with
the largest XMCD around the Co L3 edge (777.5 eV) for
various temperatures. An incident angle of 30° with respect to
[001] direction was chosen. The sample was FC from room
temperature to 10 K in a field of −0.2 T along [001] (see
Fig. 2).

C. RSXS on Ge-CCO and pure CCO under high magnetic fields

Resonant magnetic x-ray diffraction measurements at the
Co L3 absorption edge have been carried out on the high
field diffractometer at the UE46_PGM1 beamline of BESSY
II synchrotron, at Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin [30]. Incident
linear and circular polarized x rays were used at energies
around the Co L2,3 edge. A dome was built with 400-nm-thick

FIG. 2. Layout of x-ray exited optical luminescence (XEOL)
experiment.
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FIG. 3. Schematic representation of the experimental geometry.
For (qq0) reflection, the detector was placed at 2θ = 140◦ with an in-
cident angle (θ ) of 69.75°. The magnetic field during measurements
was rotated by an angle α = 32.5◦ from incoming x-ray beam.

Al foil (same used in Sec. II A) and placed above the sample
to block visible light and secondary electrons. Both CCO and
Ge-CCO samples were simultaneously mounted on the same
holder to have the same experimental conditions. During FC,
the magnetic field was applied along [001]. Since the magnets
are not rotated during the scans, the magnetic field direction
changes with respect to the surface during a scan.

Figure 3 displays a sketch of the experimental geometry.
The magnetic field is created by an arrangement of super-
conducting magnet coils which is rotatable with respect to
the sample. As the magnetic diffraction (qq0) peak requires
a large scattering angle and the diffraction peak is very broad
with a width of ≈ 45◦ in total scattering angle 2θ , the mag-
nets were rotated by α = 32.5◦ with respect to the incident
beam to have the best possible scattering geometry. When the
magnetic field points toward the detector, secondary electrons
are deflected by the field, resulting in an artificial increase
of the signal that disappears in the absence of the magnetic
field. To reduce this effect, the sample holder was charged for
a few seconds by applying an electric field along the [110]
direction. To suppress the specular reflectivity background
in the magnetic diffraction signal, the θ angle was displaced
0.25° from the specular condition.

III. RESULTS

A. RSXS (reflectivity and diffraction) under low magnetic fields
on Ge-CCO

RSXS provides an element-specific measure of the elec-
tronic state and magnetic configuration of ions in a material
[31]. In the case of a transition metal ion such as Co2+, elec-
tric dipole excitations at L2,3 absorption edges directly probe
electron transitions from the 2p core to the 3d valance states.
Thus, the spectra are sensitive to the electronic configuration
of the 3d states and its spin configuration in the presence
of a core hole [32]. The resonant magnetic scattering ampli-
tude for a single ion can be expressed in the electric dipole

approximation (E1E1) as [32,33]

fE1E1 ∝ [(ε̂
′∗ · ε̂)F 0 − im̂ · (ε̂

′∗ × ε̂)F 1

+ (ε̂ · m̂)(ε̂
′∗ · m̂)F 2], (1)

where ε̂ and ε̂′ refer to the incoming and outgoing photon
polarizations, m̂ is the unit vector of the magnetic moments
and the terms F (n) are scattering tensors of rank n, which
depend strongly on energy. Scattered intensity is proportional
to | f0 + fE1E1|2, f0 being the sum over the nonresonant ampli-
tudes. For ferromagnetic order (e.g., solely the Co sublattice),
only the second term in Eq. (1) depends on the circular x-ray
polarization and, to first order, is proportional to the magnetic
moment. Hence, the circular dichroism can be approximated
as proportional to the magnetic moment. The circular dichro-
ism is, therefore, large for small scattering angles when the
sample is magnetized along the film plane, and this is in the
scattering plane, as it is in our case.

Figure 4(a) shows the energy spectra of the reflected beam
at the Co L2,3 edges for incident circular right (C+) and cir-
cular left (C–) polarized light for Ge-CCO. A clear contrast is
observed between the two spectra. Figure 4(b) shows the mag-
netic circular dichroism represented by the asymmetry defined
as A = IC+ − IC−

IC+ + IC− . The dashed vertical line indicates the energy
with maximal asymmetry, which is approximately 20% at
779.5 eV. Figure 4(c) presents the asymmetry at 779.5 eV
as a function of temperature. The black dashed lines indicate
TC ≈ 95 K, which is estimated by a linear fit (indicated by
the pink dashed line) and implies that it is a second-order
phase transition with a critical exponent β ≈ 1

2 . Above TC ,
the circular dichroism disappears, indicating the transition to
the paramagnetic phase, like that reported for pure CCO [8].
This suggests that a small amount of Ge doping does not affect
the magnetic transition temperature of the ferrimagnetic phase
significantly.

Figure 5(a) displays the magnetic diffraction intensity of
the (qq0) peak in Ge-CCO vs r.l.u. (bottom axis) and in total
momentum transfer (Q) (top axis) for various temperatures.
The peak maximum is at least 0.03 r.l.u. higher than pure
CCO [8].

From a Gaussian fit in Fig. 5(a), we extract the tem-
perature dependence of the integrated intensity [Fig. 5(b)],
the modulation parameter q [Fig. 5(c)], and the correlation
length [Fig. 5(d)] calculated as ξ = 2

FWHM , where FWHM is
the full width at half maximum. It should be noted that the
correlation length is only a meaningful interpretation under
the assumption that the peak is not a composite of several
reflections, which is, however, unlikely to be the case, as
shown later. Figure 5(b) shows that the static antiferromag-
netic component appears around 27 K, suggesting that the
material is in the multiferroic state below this temperature,
akin to pure CCO. Figure 5(c) shows an increase of the mod-
ulation parameter q from 0.67 to 0.72 r.l.u. with reduction
in temperature. We observe an increase of the correlation
length with increasing temperature, which contrasts with pure
CCO [8]. This increase is prominent around 18 K, close to
TF [4–7].

For comparison, we show in Fig. 6 the magnetic diffrac-
tion (qq0) peak for circular and linear polarization with
their corresponding circular (Ic+ − Ic−) and linear (Iπ − Iσ )
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FIG. 4. (a) X-ray reflectivity of Ge-CCO at T = 10 K around the Co L2,3 edges when field cooled (FC) at 0.2 T, for circular right (C+) and
left (C−) polarizations. (b) Asymmetry as a function of energy. The dashed line indicates the energy with the largest asymmetry (in absolute
values). (c) Magnetic asymmetry as a function of temperature measured at Co L3 edge [energy of the dashed line in (b)], for a sample FC at
0.2 T. The pink dashed line estimates TC . The small asymmetry offset above the Curie temperature is presumably due to an imperfect
normalization procedure.

dichroism for pure CCO [Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)] and Ge-CCO
[Figs. 6(c) and 6(d)] at 779 eV collected at UE46_PGM1
beamline (BESSY II). For pure CCO, both linear and circular
dichroism attain their maximum around 0.68 r.l.u. In contrast,
Ge-CCO exhibits an extremum for linear dichroism around
q ≈ 0.70 r.l.u. (marked by the green dashed line), while the
extremum for circular dichroism is around q ≈ 0.72 r.l.u.

(marked by a blue dashed line). This difference in q for the
extrema indicates that the diffraction peak is composed of
more than a single magnetic contribution.

B. XMCD on Ge-CCO collected by XEOL

The x-ray intensity transmitted through the film is mea-
sured by observing the XEOL signal, and it can be described
as

I (z) = Io	(E )e−μ(E )z, (2)

where z is the thickness, Io is the incident intensity, μ is the
energy-dependent absorption coefficient of the sample, and
	(E ) is the energy-dependent efficiency function of XEOL
for the substrate used (the typical value for MgO at Co L2,3

FIG. 5. (a) Temperature dependence of the magnetic diffraction peak (qq0) of Ge-CCO upon warming, after field cooling in 0.2 T and using
C+ polarized x rays at 780 eV. The data are presented as a function of both reciprocal lattice units (r.l.u.) (bottom axis) and total momentum
transfer (Q) (top axis). (b)–(d) represent the temperature dependence of integrated intensity, modulation parameter q, and the correlation length
ξ extracted from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of data shown in (a).
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FIG. 6. Magnetic diffraction (qq0) peak for circular and linear polarizations with their respective linear and circular dichroism for (a) and
(b) CCO and (c) and (d) Ge-CCO. Data collected at 779 eV.

edge is 0.028 [29]). Considering the thickness of the substrate
is ≈ 1 mm, we can assume that the entire signal is absorbed
by the substrate, and therefore, the entire measured signal
is XEOL [29]. Using Eq. (2), we calculate the absorption
(μ) from the experimental XEOL data for each helicity of
the incident x-ray polarization. Figure 7(a) shows the x-ray
absorption spectroscopy (XAS) (μ+ + μ−) and the integrated

FIG. 7. (a) X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) (black) and
integrated XAS (red) of Co L2,3 edge on Ge-CCO collected in x-ray
exited optical luminescence (XEOL) mode at 10 K, under 6.8 T and
field cooled (FC) at −0.2 T. The integrated XAS has been calculated
after removal of the two-steplike function (blue). (b) XMCD data
obtained from (a).

XAS after subtracting a two-steplike function (blue line),
which accounts for the transitions to the continuum. The
helicity of the x ray is indicated by the subscript of the absorp-
tion coefficient as μ±. Figure 7(b) displays the corresponding
XMCD (μ+ − μ−) and its integrated intensity. The XMCD
exhibits its maximum at 777.5 eV. Additionally, through the
XMCD sum rules analysis [34], the spin (ms) and orbital
(ml) contributions to the Co2+ moment were calculated. We
have used Nh = 3 as the number of holes in the 3d orbital
of Co2+. The results obtained are ms = −1.3 ± 0.1 μB/atom
and ml = −0.36 ± 0.03 μB/atom. These values are, within
the uncertainty, equal to those reported by CCO thin
films [8].

Furthermore, hysteresis loops were recorded by means of
XMCD at 777.5 eV for various temperatures, as shown in
Fig. 8. For each applied magnetic field, measurements below
the absorption edge (770 eV) have been used for baseline
correction. These data show that, for T � 40 K, a magnetic
field of 6.8 T is insufficient to saturate the magnetization,
indicative of a very large coercivity and larger saturation
field when compared with pure CCO thin film, as reported in
Ref. [8].

C. RSXS on Ge-CCO and pure CCO under high magnetic fields

Figure 9 presents the energy dependence of the magnetic
diffraction (qq0) peak (q ≈ 0.69) on pure CCO and Ge-CCO
for opposite circular polarizations. Both samples have been
FC at −6 T from room temperature to 5 K, and a magnetic
field of −6 T was applied during the measurements.

The energy dependence of the (qq0) reflection at q =
0.695 r.l.u. has similar features for both materials, with a
maximum at 779 eV and a shoulder around 778.3 eV. How-
ever, in the case of pure CCO, the spectrum of the diffraction
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FIG. 8. Magnetic hysteresis loop of Co sublattice in Ge-CCO for
various temperatures measured in x-ray exited optical luminescence
(XEOL) mode.

peak is broader and less pronounced than in Ge-CCO. The
observed circular dichroism in Ge-CCO and pure CCO have
opposite signs at 779 eV [Figs. 9(c) and 9(d)].

To learn more about the observed circular dichroism, we
studied the field dependence of the (qq0) peak at 779 eV. We
collected two datasets with opposite applied fields for each
sample. In the first dataset, both materials were cooled under
a field of −1 T from 120 to 5 K, and data were acquired while
increasing the applied field in several steps from 0 to −6.5 T.
For the second dataset, the samples were cooled at 6.5 T from
60 K (which is fully sufficient for reversing the magnetization)
to 5 K, and the same procedure was carried out, with the
exception that the measurements were done while decreasing
the applied field in steps from 6.5 to 0 T.

Figure 10 displays (qq0) peak under various magnetic
fields on pure CCO [Fig. 10(a)] and on Ge-CCO [Fig. 10(b)]
for the case of negative FC and incident C+ polarization.
The sharp peak observed around q = 0.71 r.l.u. is an artifact
caused by secondary electrons when the magnetic field points
to the detector, as explained previously. The application of
the field results mainly in a reduction and/or distortion of the
(qq0) reflection intensity for both materials.

The circular dichroism observed in the diffraction peak
of a spin spiral defines the sign of the cycloidal rotation of
the magnetic moments like those found in TbMnO3 [35] or
DyMnO3 [36]. From now on, we refer to the circular dichro-
ism of the magnetic diffraction (qq0) peak as helicity contrast,
defined as Ic+ − Ic−

∫ (Ic++Ic− )dq .
In Fig. 11, we present the helicity contrast of the (qq0)

peak for the different sets of measurements: for pure CCO
with negative [Fig. 11(a)] and positive [Fig. 11(b)] applied

magnetic fields. The case of Ge-CCO is shown in Figs. 11(c)
and 11(d) for negative and positive applied magnetic fields,
respectively.

While being significantly different in shape, the helicity
contrast shows a mirror effect between opposite applied field
directions for both materials [Figs. 11(c) and 11(d)]. There-
fore, both materials exhibit a direct correlation between the
direction of magnetic FC and cycloidal rotation. Insets in
Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) show the helicity sense, indicated by the
orange arrows. In addition, the helicity contrast decreases for
increasing fields for CCO, possibly due to a field-dependent
elliptical distortion of the cycloid. The behavior of Ge-CCO,
though, is more complex. There are two extrema in the helicity
contrast as a function of q. At q1 ≈ 0.72 r.l.u., we observe a
maximum-minimum for positive-negative applied fields, like
pure CCO. The helicity contrast is reduced when the magnetic
field increases, irrespective of the magnetic field direction.
At a lower q, the extremum around q2 ≈ 0.68 r.l.u. is en-
hanced at larger applied fields. The two extrema q1 and q2

show opposite helicity to each other. The sign change in the
helicity contrast as a function of q exhibited by Ge-CCO is
not observed in pure CCO, which only possesses a single
maximum or minimum depending on the sign of the applied
field. The observation of two extrema in Ge-CCO may be
interpreted as the appearance of a second cycloidal component
with slightly smaller q and opposite helicity. To extract field-
induced changes, the signal collected under H = 0 T has been
subtracted from the data collected under field, as shown in
Fig. 12. Pure CCO shows a subtle extremum around 0.66 r.l.u.,
which reflects a small change in the peak shape. In Ge-CCO,
however, a single clear maximum around q = 0.69 r.l.u. is
observed, indicating that the magnetic contribution at q1, ob-
served in the zero-field contrast is independent of the applied
magnetic field.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The Ge-doped CCO thin film exhibits magnetic transi-
tions at temperatures like those observed in pure CCO [8],
with TC ≈ 95 K and the multiferroic phase appearing around
TS ≈ 27 K. However, the more relevant Ge-doping effect is
that defects commonly lead to an increased angular momen-
tum and, correspondingly, to a larger coercive field and a
larger anisotropy, as it has been observed in our Ge-CCO thin
films. The change in anisotropy could be triggering a different
magnetic ground state, as in a frustrated system; a slight
unbalancing of the anisotropy term in the Hamiltonian may be
sufficient for achieving a magnetic ground state that lies close
in energy to the balanced ground state. This increase of the
coercive field makes Ge-CCO thin films a potential candidate
to study its effect on possible giant magneto-optical effect, as
observed in single crystals of CCO [37]. Studying the (qq0)
magnetic diffraction peak of Ge-CCO, we observe that q is
temperature dependent and goes from a commensurate value
of 0.67 r.l.u. values at 27 K to incommensurate 0.72 r.l.u. at
9 K (Fig. 5). These values are larger, at least by 0.03 r.l.u.,
than the ones reported for the CCO film [8]. Furthermore, an
increase in the correlation length is observed with increasing
temperature. This is possibly an indication that Ge-CCO un-
dergoes a magnetic phase transition (TF ) around 18 K, like
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FIG. 9. Energy dependence of the magnetic diffraction (qq0) peak for C+ and C− polarizations for (a) pure CCO and (b) Ge-CCO at 5 K,
under magnetic field applied of −6 T after field cooled (FC) at −6 T. Energy dependence of the circular dichroism of the (qq0) peak for (c)
pure CCO and (d) Ge-CCO. Dashed lines indicate the energy corresponding to the extrema of circular dichroism.

what has been reported in bulk CCO [4–7] but not observed
in pure CCO films. This view is supported by the linear and
circular dichroism extrema observed around q ≈ 0.70 and
0.72 r.l.u. in Ge-CCO (Fig. 6).These observations could be
an indication of the coexistence of multiple spin cycloidal
textures for temperatures below TF , as found in bulk CCO
[5,6], where the (qq0) magnetic peak splits into three different
components below TF .

The multiple spin cycloidal scenario in Ge-CCO gets fur-
ther support from the results observed in high magnetic field,
where a distinct pattern is observed in the helicity contrast

possessing a maximum and a minimum at different values
of q (Fig. 11). As the diffraction contrast between circular
polarizations relates directly to the sense of the cycloidal
rotation, it indicates that the two extrema with opposite signs,
at q1 and q2, represent two different modulation vectors close
to (qq0) with opposite-handed spin rotations. Interestingly,
in CCO, the helicity contrast features just one maximum,
whose intensity is reduced when magnetic field increases.
This may simply reflect a reduction and/or a distortion (ellip-
ticity) of the cone aperture angle (which defines the moment
contribution of the cycloid) as the moments try to align with

FIG. 10. Intensity of magnetic diffraction peak (qq0) of (a) pure CCO and (b) Ge-CCO for various magnetic fields at 779 eV. At 5 K, data
collected with C+ polarized light, field cooled at −1 T. The origin of the artifact around q ≈ 0.712 is explained in the text.
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FIG. 11. Helicity contrast of the (qq0) peak for various magnetic fields at 5 K on (a) and (b) pure CCO and (c) and (d) Ge-CCO at
779 eV. (a) and (c) panels are for negative magnetic field cases and (b) and (d) for positive magnetic field cases. Insets in (a) and (b) panels are
the sketch of the magnetic modulation vector (orange arrows) and magnetic moments (green arrows). The slight vertical shift between both
field cooled (FC) processes for pristine CCO and Ge-CCO is likely to be an experimental artifact, which is in the order of the uncertainty of
our experimental data.

the magnetic field. For the case of Ge-CCO, q1 behaves as
CCO, while q2 gets enhanced with increase in magnetic field.
These results show that Ge-CCO has at least two types of
spin cycloids oriented differently with respect to each other
or having a different length of the propagation vector with
different helicity. Assuming the low temperature phase, below
TF , is characterized by the appearance of the commensurate
( 2

3
2
3 0) modulation and some satellite reflections, as reported

in Refs. [5,6], the satellite at q1 may be the order parameter of
the low temperature phase for Ge-CCO films. The difference
in behavior of Ge-CCO and CCO may be because the CCO
thin film has much lower TF < 5 K because of the strain,

which makes such a transition observable in bulk but not in the
pure CCO films. The difference in TF between Ge-CCO and
CCO implies that Ge doping directly affects the tiny balance
between the magnetic exchange interactions, while having
negligible effect on the temperature of the ferrimagnetic and
multiferroic ordering that are more sensitive to the overall
scale of the magnetic exchange constants.

An interesting observation in this paper is a direct correla-
tion between the magnetic FC and the spin cycloidal rotation,
shown in Fig. 11. As explained earlier, the circular dichro-
ism of a magnetic diffraction signal relates to the helicity of
the cycloidal rotation. According to the relationship of the

FIG. 12. Helicity contrast of the (qq0) reflection for various magnetic fields after subtracting the zero-field signal. Results of (a) and (b)
CCO and (c) and (d) Ge-CCO for negative field cooling (FC) and positive FC, respectively.
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electric polarization to the spiral rotation P ∝ ei j (SiS j ) [14]
for a thin film, the reversal of the spin cycloidal leads to the
reversal of the polarization. Here, we report the reversal of
the spin cycloid and, consequently, the reversal of the polar-
ization through only magnetic FC. Usually, in multiferroics,
a combination of electric and magnetic fields is needed to
achieve a single domain state. For our samples, it is unclear
why magnetic FC alone produces a single multiferroic domain
state. This may be because the polarization direction in these
thin films is well defined without the need for fixing it through
an electric FC process or bringing the question to a more basic
level: why does the conical state emerge in a single domain
without an external stimulus (i.e., electric field)? In general,
we can propose a few mechanisms, which lead to a bias that
can distinguish between two helicity states. (1) A bias created
by the difference of voltage applied before the measurements
to charge the sample could define the polarization direction.
This scenario is, however, unlikely since the applied voltage
produces an electric field perpendicular to the sample surface
(the [110] direction) which does not affect the polarization
that lies along [1̄10]. (2) X rays polarize the sample, as re-
ported by Schierle et al. [36], leading to a defined cycloidal
rotation domain. This scenario is again not applicable in our
case since we observe a reversal of the cycloidal rotation, i.e.,
reversal in polarization, for opposite magnetic field cooling
from above TC . (3) Bias produced by inversion symmetry
breaking due to strain at the interface is another possibility.
However, the strain does not break inversion symmetry along
the in-plane [1̄10] direction. (4) A plausible explanation could
be a bias produced along [1̄10] by antisymmetric exchange,
i.e., Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya (DM) interaction. The bias could
be a consequence of the broken mirror symmetry due to the
surface, producing a weak ferromagnetism caused by canting
of all the moments near to the surface toward the normal
direction [38]. This canting produces the DM vectors along
[1̄10]. In this case, inverting the external field may cause the
inversion of all DM vectors and, therefore, the distinction
between the two helicity states. In any case, further investi-

gations on the origin of this effect is required to confirm such
a hypothesis.

In summary, our x-ray investigation finds that Ge doping
in CCO does not alter the main magnetic properties in the
ferrimagnetic state nor the onset of the multiferroic phase.
Despite the similarity in the temperature of phase transitions,
the ground state of the Ge-doped film shows a more complex
magnetic behavior below TS than the pure CCO films. We find
the occurrence of a second cycloidal component in the mag-
netic structure, which is close to commensurate, which might
represent the phase below TF = 15 K occurring in bulk CCO.
Only one of the cycloids observed in the doped system is
magnetic field dependent, although surprisingly, both reverse
their helicity, which also represents an inversion of the electric
polarization, for opposite FC.

Experimental and derived data are accessible from the PSI
Public Data Repository [39].
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